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Columbia River Basalt Group (CRBG)

•

Flood Basalt volcanism on the Columbia Plateau
occurred between 17.5 and 6 MYBP (Miocene)

•

Majority of eruptions occurred between 15.5 &
16.5 MYBP (Grande Ronde)

•

Over 300 individual lava flows

•

Average thickness 100' but can be as much as 300'

•

Covers about 6,000 square miles
Figure 2 Extent of CRBG
Townsend & Figge (2002)
Northwest Origins
Burke Museum
Figure 3 The four main parts of the typical basalt flow consist of: 1) the lower pillowpalagonite; 2) colonnade; 3) entablature and 4) the vesicular crust. (Swanson 1967).
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At the top is the vesicular crust. As gas bubbles
escaped the upper portion of the flow as it cooled
(almost instantaneously) leaving behind small
holes or vesicles at the top of the basalt flow. This
basalt is often referred to as vesicular basalt.
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When molten magma came in contact with water (lake,
swamp, etc.), a pillow-palagonite layer was formed. A
yellow-orange mineral called palagonite develops from
weathering on the outside of the pillows and material that
fills the voids between pillows .
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Pleistocene Epoch "Ice Age"
(From Bjornstad and others, 2001)
Lasted about 2.6 MYBP to 13,000 years before present
Most recent Ice Age Flooding - 13 to 15,000
Evidence for at least 100 catastrophic floods
Average time between floods was 40-60 years
Recent Evidence for older catastrophic flooding
May be as early as 1.5 - 2.5 MYBP
Early Pleistocene 780 TYBP
Middle Pleistocene 130 TYBP
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Figure 5
Between the
Mountains A portrait of
Eastern
Washington
1975
By John Alwin
Page 27
Channeled
Scabland
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Figure 4
Smithsonian
Magazine
April 1995
The Floods that
Carved the West
By Michael Parfit
Page 50
Cordilleran ice
sheet and
Missoula Floods

Figure 6 - Digital Elevation Model - Dry Falls Cataract
Image shows Dry Falls Cataract and extension to the east containing Deep
Lake. Image also shows "Scabland" topography in the northern portion of
Lower Grand Coulee .
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Stop 1 - Sun Lakes State Park - Dry Falls Cataract
Excerpt from "Scores of Gigantic Successively Smaller Lake Missoula Floods through Channeled
Scabland and Columbia Valley" by Richard Waitt, in Geologic Field Trips in the Pacific Northwest,
(Swanson D.A. and Haugerud, R.A. - editors), Seattle, WA: Department of Geological Sciences,
University of Washington, Volume 1, 1994, pages 1K1-1K88.
Grand Coulee, the deepest of the great scabland channels, consists of two tandem canyons described by
Bretz (1932). Upper Grand Coulee heads at the south wall of the Columbia valley and leads to the lip of
the spectacular Dry Falls cataract (Figure 6) that defines the head of lower Grand Coulee. Upper Grand
Coulee was the outlet for glacial Lake Columbia and also the main discharge conduit for invading
Missoula floodwater flowing from the west end of the lake. The conspicuous Dry Falls twin cataract, 400
feet high and 1.1 mile wide, is twice as high as Niagara and a third wider. Lesser cataracts in this group
extend 3 miles farther east. The continuous high scabland extending 6.5 miles east from the Rimrock of
the gorge below the cataracts shows that even the deep and wide coulee did not contain the largest
floods. The widest and deepest scabland channels that the floods carved originated by cataract retreat.
On the coulee floor below Dry Falls, longitudinal bars are studded with huge basalt boulders quarried
from the cataract walls.
Bretz's early concept of a single "Spokane Flood," required cataracts such as Dry Falls to retreat many
miles even tens of miles, during a single flood . The gorge of lower Grand Coulee from Soap Lake to Dry
Falls is 17 miles long. The great clearly cataract-recessional gorge of upper Grand Coulee is nearly 25
miles long. Later evidence for several floods (Bretz and others, 1956; Bretz, 1959, 1969) reduced the
necessary recessional mileage during any one flood, but it remained large. The "elimination" of a few of
Bretz's several floods by Baker (1973, 1977, 1978) and Waitt (1972, 1977) restored a "need" for
prodigious erosion by a single flood - though this problematic implication of fewer floods was scarcely
discussed at the time. W ith the more recent evidence of scores of floods - perhaps one hundred during
the last (late Wisconsin) glaciation alone plus effects of one or several pre-late Wisconsin episodes of
flooding - a cataract such as Dry Falls needn't have retreated more that 0.25 miles, perhaps much less,
during any one great flood. If there were hundreds of great floods during several glaciations, the
immense volumes of basalt eroded from the channeled scabland become far more understandable. A
few hundred feet of cataract recession per flood might have been acceptable to the 1920's-1940's critics
of Bretz's one great "Spokane Flood".

Figure 7
Artists Rendition - Stev Ominski (2005) - Dry Falls Cataract
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Figure 8 - Digital Elevation Model - Steamboat Rock Area
Image shows Upper Grand Coulee, Steamboat Rock, and Northrup Canyon (coulee). Foster
and Horse Lake Coulees, west side of Banks Lake , were main conduits for water flowing
westerly into the "Mansfield Channels" and eventually into upper Moses Coulee.
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Stop 2 - Steamboat Rock State Park - Upper Grand Coulee
Excerpt from "Geology of Steamboat Rock, Grand Coulee, Washington" by Christopher Crosby
and Robert Carlson, in Washington Division of Geology and Earth Resources - Washington
Geology Publication, Volume 27, Number 2/3/4, December 1999, pages 3-8.
Introduction
Steamboat Rock is a large monolith located in the center of the Grand Coulee in north-central
Washington. The rock is triangular in shape, 2.1 miles long and 0.75 miles wide. At 2,312 feet elevation,
it stands 898 feet above Banks Lake, a reservoir that currently occupies the floor of the northern portion
of Grand Coulee. At the base of Steamboat Rock, a major pre-Miocene unconformity is visible. Below
this nonconformity are Jurassic, Cretaceous, and early Tertiary granitic and metamorphic rocks . Most of
the monolith is composed of the Grande Ronde and Wanapum Basalts of the Columbia River Basalt
Group. The top of Steamboat Rock is traversed from east to west by a coulee approximately 100 feet
deep. A thin veneer of regolith (unconsolidated rock material) covers the top of the monolith, through
which basalt bedrock protrudes in places. Large granitic boulders or erratics litter the surface of
Steamboat Rock and can also be found at its base. Sinuous piles of sediment that cross the northern
portion of the rock are interpreted as moraines deposited by the Okanogan lobe of the Cordilleran ice
sheet.
Conclusions
Glacial advances of the Okanogan lobe of the Cordilleran ice sheet as well as jokulhlaups have
dominated the late Cenozoic geologic history of Steamboat Rock. The presence of ice-transported
granitic boulders and moraines on the top of Steamboat Rock provide evidence that glaciers rested atop
the rock during the late Pleistocene. Scabland topography and a large granitic boulder atop a basalt
pedestal formed by erosion, indicate that jokulhlaups overtopped Steamboat Rock with considerable
erosive power. Although the sequence of glacial advances and floods is difficult to establish , we believe
that the Okanogan lobe of ice covered Steamboat Rock at least twice during the late Pleistocene. In
addition, we propose that a minimum of three jokulhlaups also affected the geomorphology of the
monolith. The first of the glacial advances completely covered Steamboat Rock and likely occurred after
a significant flood event. The second advance probably took place between later flood episodes and was
restricted to the northern third of the rock as shown by distinct moraines. These moraines were
unaffected by later jokulhlaups of lesser magnitude which did not reach the top of Steamboat Rock,
therefore preserving the drift left by the second glacial advance.
1.
2.
3.
4.

4.

5.

Cretaceous and early Tertiary
Intrusion and metamorphism
Mid-Tertiary
Erosion
Miocene
Flood Basalts of the Columbia River Basalt Group
Pleistocene
A. Huge jokulhlaups produce large-scale topography
B. Complete glaciation of summit of Steamboat Rock
C. Huge jokulhlaups sweep over Steamboat Rock but leave a few
erratics from earlier glaciation.
D. Glaciation of the northern third of Steamboat Rock results in moraines.
E. Moderate jokulhlaups surround but do not overtop Steamboat Rock.
Late Pleistocene to Holocene
A. Dunes form near base of Steamboat Rock
B. Talus collects due to rockfall from Steamboat Rock
C. Sackung develops near summit
Late Holocene
Manmade dams result in Banks Lake
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Figure 1O - Digital Elevation Model - Crown Point
Image shows Crown Point, present day Grand Coulee Dam , upper Grand Coulee
(upper Banks Lake Reservoir) and the Columbia River (Lake Roosevelt) .
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Stop 3 - Crown Point - Cordilleran ice sheet and Continental Glaciation

To the north the broad Okanogan lobe of the Cordilleran ice sheet (continental ice sheet) came
down the Okanogan River valley crossing the Columbia River valley near Brewster and rode up
onto the Waterville Plateau . The western portion of this ice sheet followed the present day
Columbia River drainage coming to rest just south of Chelan Falls. A small "glacial tongue"
extended into the Chelan basin from the east to about Lakeside. The eastern portion of the ice
sheet "rode" up onto the Waterville Plateau blanketing earlier ice age flood features with glacial
drift. To the west was a series of "valley glaciers" originating out of the Cascades. The most
prominent was the glacier that filled the Lake Chelan basin with others transcending the Entiat
and Methow River valleys. Only the very tops of peaks and ridges of the Cascade Mountain
Range were visible.

Photo 1
Barnes Ice Cap Baffin Island-Greenland

Photo 2
Alpine Glaciation-Baffin Island-Greenland

Figure 11
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Glacial Lake Columbia
During the time of maximum ice extent glacial Lake Columbia (second only to glacial Lake
Missoula) formed behind the Okanogan ice Lobe. The lakes eastern extent lapped against the
western edge to the Purcell Trench Ice Lobe, flooding a majority of the Spokane valley and
Rathdrum Prairie area. The natural outlet for glacial Lake Columbia was down Grand Coulee.
The course of the Columbia River during this time, as it was blocked to the north and west by ice,
was through Soap Lake, Moses Lake, Drumheller Channels and out the present day Crab Creek
drainage west to meet the existing Columbia River.

Flooding - Waterville Plateau, Mansfield Channels and the Columbia Valley
When the original floods came through this area the continental or Cordilleran ice sheet
(Okanogan lobe) had not yet advanced far enough south and across the present day drainage of
the Columbia River (east of Bridgeport, WA). Initially those flood(s) came down the present-day
path of the Columbia River via Bridgeport and Wenatchee, as well as some flood waters entering
into Grand Coulee. But as that ice advanced further south across the Columbia River this forced
the water to back up behind the glacial dam and veer down Grand Coulee. Some of that spilled to
the southwest out of the developing Grand Coulee onto the Waterville Plateau. The continued
flooding eventually created Horse Lake and Foster Coulees located on the west wall of Grand
Coulee (west of Steamboat Rock) . The water overtopped Grand Coulee there, flowed across the
northeastern portion of the Waterville Plateau , formed what is termed the "Mansfield Channels"
then eventually flowed south into the Jameson Lake area and followed the regional drainage
forming Moses Coulee. As the glacier kept advancing to the south, the Okanogan lobe of the
Cordilleran ice sheet eventually blocked all water coming out of the upper part of the Grand
Coulee from overtopping to the west and flowing down into Moses Coulee. Due to this blockage,
no water could get past the glacier on the Waterville Plateau , and all subsequent floodwaters
were confined to Grand Coulee. Eventually the Okanogan lobe ice sheet retreated (melted), but
by that time late stage catastrophic flooding was not extensive enough to overtop the west side of
Grand Coulee near Steamboat Rock and re-enter upper Moses Coulee.
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Impact of the
Okanogan lobe
of the
Continental
Glacier
on the flow of
the Ice Age
Floods.
(Mueller, 1997)
After Hanson
(1970)
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Lake Lenore Caves, Coulee Monocline, and Blue Lake Rhino
Lake Lenore Caves
As turbulent floodwaters flooded down lower Grand Coulee they plucked chunks of basalt from the coulee
walls. A particular vulnerable weak spot was the contact between the lower basalt colonnade and upper
entablature. Floodwaters were able to pluck out columns leaving the overlying entablature forming an
alcove or what known as the Lake Lenore Caves. At this location one can also see a good example of
the basalt colonnade and massive entablature at the north end of Lake Lenore. The tilted basalts
associated with the Coulee Monocline, a structural fold that lower Grand Coulee was formed along , can
be seen from here.

Photo 3
Contact between colonnade
entablature at Lenore Lake.

Photo 4
Contact between colonnade and
entablature where cave has formed

and

Coulee Monocline
The Coulee Monocline also referred to as the Barker Monocline is a one-sided fold upon which the lower
Grand Coulee has formed . The extra folding along the monocline caused the basalt in this area to
become more fractured and thus creating a plane of weakness which the floodwaters were able to erode
more readably. Within lower Grand Coulee the tilted beds of basalt, associated with the Coulee
Monocline can be observed most notably near the entrance to Sun Lakes State Park and at Lenore
Caves.
Figure 13
Figure shows geologic
cross-section of the
Coulee Monocline across
Lower Grand Coulee.
View is north at Park Lake.
From Amara and Neff,
1996, Diagram 6)
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Blue Lake Rhino- Jasper Coulee
A dead and bloated rhino was incorporated into sediments as a lava flow advanced and formed a cavity
with complete with numerous bones. The cavity is located in Jasper Coulee on a precarious ledge far
above the northern end of Blue Lake (hence the name). A cast of the rhino was made and is displayed at
the University of Washington's Burke Museum in Seattle. Site is on private property!
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Ephrata Fan, Quincy Basin Floodways and Related Cataracts

Crater Coulee
\ I

•. I

\
I

I

Quincy Basin

Frenchman Coulee

\\

Figure 14
Figure shows Quincy Basin with major outlets; Crater, Potholes and Frenchman Coulees
on west and Drumheller Channels to the south.
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STOP 4 - Ginkgo Petrified Forest State Park
Excerpt from "Geology of the Vantage area, south-central Washington: An introduction to the
Miocene flood basalts, Yakima Fold Belt, and the Channeled Scab/and' by Robert Carlson, Terry
Tolan and Stephen Reidel, 1987, Geological Society of America Centennial Field Guide Cordilleran Section, 1987, pages 357-362.

Stratigraphy
The oldest exposed rocks in the Vantage area are the tholeiitic flood basalt flows of the Miocene
Columbia River Basalt Group (CRBG) (Waters, 1962). It has been estimated that more than 60,000 mi 3
of CRBG lava was erupted from fissures and vents in eastern Washington (Tolan and Reidel, 1985,
unpublished date), western Idaho, and northeastern Oregon from about 17 to 6 m.y. ago. The
combination of large volume, low viscosity, and high temperature of the erupting lavas enabled them to
cover more than 62,200 mi 2 in Washington, Idaho, and Oregon (Tolan and Reidel, 1985, unpublished
date). More than 99 percent by volume of the CRBG lavas were erupted over a very short period - from
about 17.5 to 14.5 m.y. ago. Changes and variations in the geochemical compositions , paleomagnetic
polarity, and physical characteristics of the CRBG flows have allowed for their division into five formations
and 14 members (Swanson and others, 1979). The Vantage area is underlain by 5,000 ft. to more than
10,000 ft. (1,500 to more than 3,000 m) of Columbia River basalt which can be divided into Grande
Ronde Basalt, Wanapum Basalt, and Saddle Mountains Basalt.

Yakima Fold Belt
The Yakima Fold Belt consists of a series of generally east-west-trending anticlinal ridges and synclinal
valleys that were produced under north-south regional compression. These folds extend from the
western half of the Columbia Plateau into and through the Cascade Range (Reidel, 1984).
The anticlinal folds are typically asymmetric, with a thrust or high-angle reverse fault(s) along the steeper
limb. The fold geometry can vary from open to tight and the folds are typically segmented. The narrow
anticlinal ridges are separated by synclinal valleys that are in many cases very broad, flat basins.
Detailed studies of several Yakima folds on the Columbia Plateau (Reidel, 1984) have revealed that they
have had a long, complex deformational history. Evidence indicates that these folds were developing
since at least Grande Ronde time (16.5 to 15.5 m.y. B.P.).

Ginkgo Petrified Forest State Park
The Ginkgo Petrified Forest State Park is an area of excellently preserved Miocene (15.5 m.y. old)
petrified wood that notably occurs in a basal pillow complex of the Ginkgo flow of the Frenchman springs
Member. The two sites described here on the state park grounds provide excellent opportunities to
examine the petrified wood both in its original geologic setting and in museum exhibits.
Outside and behind the museum is a scenic overlook from which one can see most of the area covered
by this field guide. Far to the north on the east side of the Columbia River is the mouth of Frenchman
Coulee. Frenchman Coulee is a cataract which was carved out by catastrophic flood waters as they
poured into the Columbia River channel from the east. Directly across the river from here can be seen
Babcock Bench which is a stripped structural surface created by the catastrophic floods. Below the
bench are N2 Grande Ronde Basalt flows and above the bench are flows of the Wanapum Basalt. The
break in the cliffs to the southeast is the mouth of Sand Hollow. Far to the south, beyond Wanapum
Dam, is Sentinel Gap - a water gap through the Saddle Mountains.
Within the Ginkgo pillow complex are found petrified woods representing a diverse assemblage of
conifers and deciduous trees - more than 50 genera may be present within the ginkgo pillow complex
(Beck, 1945).
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Ice Rafted Erratics and Sand Dunes
There are several different types of ice-rafted erratics or rocks that were transported to this area
encapsulated in icebergs. They were stranded up on the hillside of the Frenchman Hills (north side)
when flood waters receded in the Quincy Basin. All these rocks have been removed from adjacent
agricultural fields and are no longer in place (although there are several large boulders to the NW in a
field that are still in place) . The largest boulder (4 ft diameter) is now in several large pieces and is a very
coarse grained or "pegmatitic" granitic rock likely from the Idaho Batholith . One larger rock on the south
side of SR-262 and several smaller (north side of road) are granitic-type rocks (diorite/granodiorite) likely
from an area north of Wenatchee, Washington . There is also a small boulder of argillite (metamorphosed
siltstone) associated with the Belt Supergroup rocks of western Montana (this rock type dominates
Glacier National Park) .

Photo 5
Ice-rafted erratics along State Highway 262
Several rocks come from the Idaho Panhandle and
NW Montana

For the next several miles note the small hills in the distance to the north-northwest. These hills are sand
dunes, some of which are still active, although many have stabilized since the raising of the water table in
the Quincy Basin due to the influx of water related to the Columbia Basin Project.
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Stop 5 - Potholes State Park - Drumheller Channels and "Scabland Topography"
The following is an excerpt from Bretz (1959) describing the Drumheller Channels.

" This enormous spillway, Drumheller Channels ... in the extreme southeastern corner of the
Basin ... " (referencing Quincy Basin) "... was deepened more rapidly than the western channels
and eventually captured all their share of the flood water."
Bretz was referring to the three other outlets along the western edge of the Quincy Basin; they
are from north to south: Crater, Potholes, and Frenchman Springs Coulees.
"Its deepening continued through successive floods until it had been cut 300 feet into a previously
intact divide. Drumheller is the most spectacular tract of butte-and-basin scab/and on the
plateau. It is an almost unbelievable labyrinth of anastomosing channels, rock basins, and small
abandoned cataracts. Only one channel in the plexus, the route now followed by Crab Creek,
has a continuous gradient across Drumheller's 50-square-mile area; and this route almost surely
has rock basins leveled up by the creek's sand and gravel in postglacial time. The average
descent across the tract is between 30 and 50 feet per mile. Drumheller was a gigantic cascade
rather than a unit waterfall, because the basalt beneath had been flexed, broken, and faulted in
one of the plateau's strongly accented upfolds, the Frenchman Hills anticline. Although higher
and earlier rock-bound channels were abandoned as the deepening progressed, no marked
central channel and no dominant cataract developed. "
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Drumheller Channels National Natural Landmark
(A National Park Service designation)

Photo 6

Bretz's Scabland Topography- Drumheller Channels NNL.
Pillow Basalt Formation
When molten magma came in contact with water (lake, swamp, etc.) , a pillow-palagonite layer
was formed at this contact. If you've ever seen a video or show about Hawaiian volcanoes, the
formation of pillow development is often shown from underwater. A glob of lava is forced out into
a body of water, cools very quickly, and forms a pillow before dropping off often into a large pile.
The outside of the pillow cools very quickly forming a black shinny coating called volcanic glass
which looks very much like obsidian when not weathered . A yellow-orange mineral called
palagonite develops from weathering on the outside of the pillows and material that fills the voids
between pillows . Hence the name "pillow-palagonite" sequence .

Photo 8
Columbia River Basalt Pillows

Photo 7
Recent Pillow Basalts - Hawaii
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Othello Channels, Floodwater Routes and Landslides
The following is an excerpt from Bretz (1959) describing the Othello Channels.

"Another part of the Drumheller discharge continued southward to cross the preglacial water
parting made by the eastern tip of the Saddle Mountain anticline. Othello Channels ... , resulting
from the discharge across this divide, is a small copy of Drumheller. Its largest rock basin, now
containing Scooteney Reservoir, is 135 feet deep, and the entire group of basins and channels is
about 3 miles wide. As with Drumheller, this Othello discharge failed to cfean off all the
sedimentary rock that topped the preglacial divide. Each complex has an isolated residual hill of
the weaker rock, entirely surrounded by the wilderness of bare basalt hills and interlocking
channelways.
"Basalt boulders so large that blasting was necessary before earthmoving equipment could
handle them are strewn over 8 miles of channel between the place of divergence and the
entrance into Othello proper. They could have come only from Drumheller, and they must have
traveled 1O miles or more on a gradient not exceeding 15 feet per mile. Volume alone could
produce the required velocity in the water that carried these boulders. "

Figure 16 - Digital Elevation Model - Othello Channels Area
Image shows eastern end of Saddle Mountains, "Parting of Waters", Othello
Channels, Ringold and Koontz Coulees, Cold Creek Bar & Central Hanford area.
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Figure 17 - Digital Elevation Model - Pasco Basin
Image shows large portion of the Pasco Basin (covered temporarily by Glacial
Lake Lewis) where all floodwaters funneled to Wallula Gap (hydraulic dam).
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Ice-Age Floods Features within the Pasco Basin
The following is an excerpt from Bjornstad and Fecht (2002) Ice-age Floods Features in the
Vicinity of the Pasco Basin and the Hanford Reach National Monument - Field Trip Guide for the
Fall 2002 IAFI Regional Tour.
Ice-age floods converged onto the Pasco Basin, simultaneously, from three directions. (1) Floodwaters
primarily entered from the north off the Channeled Scabland. However, some of the flow was diverted
west down lower Crab Creek along the north side of Saddle Mountains, eventually entering the Pasco
Basin from the northwest via Sentinel Gap. (2) Floodwaters entered the basin from the east through
Ringold, Koontz, and Esquatzel Coulees. (3) Floodwaters also entered from the east after overtopping
several drainage divides into the Snake River.
Floodwaters entered the Pasco Basin via these three different areas at a higher rate than could be
discharged through a single narrow outlet at Wallula Gap. Because of the hydraulic constriction ,
floodwaters ponded temporarily, form Lake Lewis (Allison 1933).
Each cataclysmic flood transported massive amounts of sediment, all within a period of a week or less
(O'Connor and Baker, 1992). Unlike many areas impacted by the ice-age floods , the Pasco Basin was an
area of significant sediment accumulation because of the ponding of floodwaters that took place behind
Wallula Gap. As a result, many of the flood features are depositional features, some of which are unique
to the Pasco Basin. Within this turbid column of floodwater was a stratified mixture of sediments being
transported by the floods. The sediments deposited from ice-age flooding have a wide range in grain
sizes from large boulders to very fine sand and silt. At the base of the flow, along the sediment-water
interface, traction currents carried everything from gigantic boulders that bounced and rolled along the
bottom , to finer-grained particles (gravel to clay) in suspension. High in the water column, floodwaters
were limited to transporting sand, silt, and clay-sized particles. As a result, deposition of the coarsest
flood material (cobbles and boulders), as well as entrained finer-grained sediment, was concentrated to
lower elevations along the bases of flood channels towards the center of the basin . At higher elevations
adjacent to the flood channels , floodwaters were starved of coarser material and, thus, yielded principally
horizontally-laminated sands. Around the margins of the basin and in the back-flooded valleys often only
rhythmically bedded slack water sand and silt were deposited. Clay-sized particles are generally absent
in ice-age flood deposits because of the extremely short duration of the floods; thus, the smallest particles
remained suspended in the flood water and were flushed out of the basin with the flood water. Flood
deposits in the Pasco Basin are informally called the Hanford formation.
Icebergs, derived mostly from the breakup of the ice dam that created glacial Lake Missoula, floated in
Lake Lewis. Most of these icebergs found their way up back flooded valleys and along the margins of the
basin in slackwater eddies where the currents were not as strong. As Lake Lewis drained, many icebergs
became grounded. Today we can recognize where these icebergs came to rest by the presence of large
erratics, which are rocks that are totally foreign to the area (mostly granitic and metamorphic types).
Located at the southern margin of the Pasco Basin, the northern flank of the Rattlesnake Mountain was a
slackwater area during ice-age flooding. Icebergs floating in Lake Lewis tended to migrate to and
concentrate in slackwater areas and evidence for this is~well represented on Rattlesnake Mountain.
Evidence for these floating icebergs consists of erratics and bergmounds, which consist of rocks foreign
to this area. Erratics appear as isolated gravel clasts ranging up to boulders in size. Erratics are mostly
composed of granodiorite, quartzite, basalt, argillite, gneiss, or schist. Among boulder-sized erratics,
light-colored granodiorite is the most common rock type. The maximum elevation for erratics is 1250 feet
(Baker et al., 1991) the same as the maximum elevation for scouring by floods along Wallula Gap.
Bergmounds consist of large cluster or erratics composed of a single lithology or multiple lithologies
(Fecht and Tallman 1978, Chamness 1993). Unlike individual erratics or small erratic clusters,
bergmounds contain more erratic debris and usually display some topographic relief.
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Figure 18 - Digital Elevation Model - Wallula Gap

Image shows close-up of Wallula Gap, a constriction of the Columbia River
drainage through the Horse Heaven Hills south of the Tri-Cities, Washington.
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Stop 6 -Wallula Gap
The following is an excerpt from Bjornstad and Tallman (2000) Ice-age Floods in the Mid Columbia
- Field Trip Guide for the Fall 2000 IAFI Regional Tour.

Wallula Gap is one of the most significant natural features in the story of the Ice-Age Floods. All the
floodwaters from glacial Lake Missoula after having spread out over hundreds of miles of the Chanreled
Scabland were funneled through this single narrow opening only a few miles wide. During Ice-Age floods
more water entered the Gap than could pass though , so the water backed up. Peak discharge through
3
Wallula Gap is estimated at about 350 +/- 85 Million ft (O'Conner and Baker, 1992). Behind the
bottleneck, floodwater rose to an elevation of 1250 feet, almost a thousand feet above present river level!
The maximum height of the floods has been corroborated using two independent pieces of evidence.
One is the maximum height where ice-rafted erratics have been found . The other is the maximum
elevation where spill-over channels are located adjacent to Wallula Gap.
Interconnected spillover channels, hanging valleys, and divide crossings scoured out by the powerful
flood currents, form a chaotic anastamosis up to an elevation of 1250 feet; no evidence for flood erosion
or ice-rafted erratics occurs above this elevation (O'Conner and Baker, 1992). During the largest Ice-Age
floods all the spill-over channels were used simultaneously with smaller floods used only lower-elev~tion
channels, leaving the upper channels high and dry. Gravel bars are also present, especially along the
north sides of tributary valleys where the turbulent floodwaters locally formed eddy currents or behind
obstructions.
Hydraulically dammed floodwaters behind Wallula Gap forced floodwaters !!Q the Yakima and Walla
Walla valleys, submerging Yakima and Walla Walla under hundreds of feet of water and backwaters from
Lake Lewis rose to almost a thousand feet over Richland. During the largest floods Lake Lewis is
estimated to have drained in about five days (Waitt, 1994). Downstream, another hydraulic construction
near Biggs Junction and the John Day Dam caused floodwaters to back up (glacial Lake Condon)
temporarily, to slightly a lower elevation (-1100 feet).
Touchet Beds (Rhythmites)
Individual rhythmites are characterized by their graded nature from sand at the bottom to silt on top,
which settled out of suspension in the turbid floodwaters that back-flooded tributary valleys such as the
Walla Walla valley. Other major back-flooded valleys where rhythmites occur are the Yakima and upper
Snake River valleys. The cyclic, regular nature of rhythm ites is best portrayed in Burlingame Canyon, an
area closed to public. Individual rhythmites become thinner and finer textured toward the top of the
Burlingame Canyon sequence, an argument to support that glacial Lake Missoula was draining more
frequently over time at the end of the last Ice Age.

In 1980, Waitt used Burlingame Canyon to put forth his "40-flood hypothesis"; since that time his number
of last-glacial, outburst floods has increased to about 100 (Waitt, 1994). This estimate assumes each
graded slackwater rhythmite represents a separate flood from glacial Lake Missoula. The evidence for
complete draining between floods includes animal burrows, root traces, and windblown deposits at the
tops of some beds (Waitt 1980, 1985, 1994). Further evidence for a period of subaerial exposure
between floods is the Mount St. Helens "set S" volcanic ash layer dated at 13,000 years before present,
and occurring 12 rhythmites down within the Burlingame Canyon sequence. This clean ash layer is good
evidence for a volcanic eruption that occurred between outburst floods when there was no water flooding
the basin.
Granted, many rhythmites show evidence for complete draining between floods , but not all. Alternatively,
continuous sedimentation observed between some rhythm ites does not support the one-flood-per-bed
hypothesis, so the actual number of last-glacial floods could be significantly less than the 100 proposed
by Waitt and others.
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Figure 19 - Digital Elevation Model - Palouse Falls
Image shows Washtucna Coulee on the north (abandoned former channel of the
Palouse River) and the current newer flood derived Palouse River course. Image
also shows HU Ranch Coulee west of Palouse Falls and Snake River drainage.
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Stop 7 - Palouse Falls Area
The following are excerpts from Bjornstad and Tallman (2000) Ice-age Floods in the Mid Columbia
- Field Trip Guide for the Fall 2000 IAFI Regional Tour.
Palouse Hills - Loess
Upland areas unaffected by the floods in this region are characterized by rolling hills of windblown loess.
Along State Route 12 from Walla Walla to Dayton, Washington, numerous thick sequences of loess,
belonging to the Palouse Formation, are exposed in roadcuts. The abundance of silt in the loess gives
the sediment internal strength in order to stand up in near-vertical faces, and allows moisture retention
optimal for dry-land wheat farming. Loess here and elsewhere around the Columbia Plateau is derived
from the redistribution of fine-grained flood deposits by predominant southwest winds. The loess is
generally thicker and finer-textured in a downwind (northeast) direction. The oldest loess on the
Columbia Plateau is about 2 million years old, perhaps associated with wind redistribution following the
earliest Ice-Age floods (McDonald and Busacca, 1988, 1992; Baker et al,, 1991 ).
Streamlined Islands of Palouse Loess
Several islands of Palouse loess, scoured out and streamlined by the floods are visible to the south of
Palouse Falls State Park.
As a result of the floods , the islands naturally took on the most
hydrodynamically stable shape, similar to that of an airfoil (Baker, 1973; Webster et al. , 1976; and Baker
and Nummedal, 1978). The rapidly moving floodwaters molded the relatively unconsolidated and easily
erodable loess into streamlined loess islands with a slightly elevated, blunt end pointing, in the direction of
flow . In this area the floods scoured down to basalt bedrock between loess islands. To produce these
features it has been estimated that floodwaters with velocities averaging 40-50 feet/sec. and depths of
100-200 feet were required (Baker, 1974).
Palouse Falls Cataract Canyon
Palouse Falls drops 185 feet into a deep plunge pool and canyon below. The elevation of the parking lot
is 850 feet; during Ice-Age floods that parking lot was awash under several hundred feet of water. The
escarpment that created Palouse Falls represents a cataract that has receded several miles upvalley
(from the confluence with the Snake River drainage) during periods of Ice-Age flooding.

Deep cracks (called fractures or joints) developed in the basaltic crust long before the Ice-Age floods due
to regional tectonic forces. During the floods, these cracks were preferentially eroded and etched out,
creating a zig-zag pattern in the landscape (Figure 19). Two sets of joints are present, one trending
northwest and the other north-northwest.
H U Ranch Cataract Canyon
To the west of Palouse Falls and south of SR-261 , just below H U Ranch is a 300 foot deep cataract
canyon (Figure 19), not quite visible from the road. Similar to Palouse Falls, this straight, northwesttrending canyon was carved out by floodwaters that followed natural weaknesses in the basalt bedrock
(i.e. , deep tectonic joints). Notice the orientation (NNW) of the H U Ranch canyon parallels that of the
Palouse River canyon north of Palouse Falls (Figure 19). Historically, with each subsequent flood the
cataract escarpment receded further and further into the direction of flow.
Washtucna Coulee and the Diversion of the Palouse River
Floodwaters moved from east to west down Washtucna Coulee. Washtucna Coulee (Floor elev. = 900
ft.) was originally carved out by the ancestral Palouse River, prior to the beginning of the Ice-Age floods.
Once the floods began , between about 1-2 million years ago, floodwaters found a shortcut to the Snake
River (400 feet lower in elevation) via Palouse Falls , by overtopping a drainage divide between
Washtucna Coulee and the Snake River (Webster, et al., 1976). At its point of diversion, the Palouse
River makes a sharp right-angle turn to the SSE at Little Palouse Falls. Since the capture of the Palouse
River by the Snake, Washtucna Coulee has been high and dry, except during episodes of Ice-Age
flooding.
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Figure 20 - Progression of Flood Feature Development

basalt
colon nade--a.--

Pre-Flood, Stream - Eroded Loess Stage
Figure 20a. - Stage 1, Eroded loess topography prior to Missoula Flood activity.
After Kiver and Stradling (2001 }, and modified from Baker (1987)

depressions

Flood - Loess Island Stage
Figure 20b. - Stage 2, Missoula floods partially remove loess and leave loess
islands behind.
After Kiver and Stradling (2001 }, and modified from Baker (1987)
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Figure 20 - Progression of Flood Feature Development

Flood - Butte and Basin Staoe
Figure 20c. - Stage 3, Loess mostly removed depressions form and flow
remnants left as isolated buttes.
After Kiver and Stradling (2001 ), and modified from Baker (1987)

Flood - Cataract and Canyon Stage
Figure 20d. - Stage 4, Retreating cataracts leave dry falls and extensive
canyons.
After Kiver and Stradling (2001 ), and modified from Baker (1987)
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Figure 21 - Digital Elevation Model - Telford/Crab Creek Tract

Image shows Telford-Crab Creek floodwater tract emanating from the Spokane,
Washington area draining to the west. Image also shows numerous smaller
coulees connecting Glacial Lake Columbia (overtopping) to the Crab Creek
drainage. The larger of these NE-SW trending floodways is the Telford Tract.
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Telford - Crab Creek Tract
During this time of maximum ice extent glacial Lake Columbia (second only to glacial Lake Missoula)
formed behind the Okanogan ice lobe. The lakes eastern extent lapped against the western edge to the
Purcell Trench ice lobe, flooding a majority of the Spokane valley and Rathdrum Prairie area. The natural
outlet for glacial Lake Columbia was down Grand Coulee. The course of the Columbia River during this
time, as it was blocked to the north and west by ice, was through Soap Lake, Moses Lake, Drumheller
Channels and out the present day Crab Creek drainage west to meet the existing Columbia River
drainage.
The interaction of the Okanogan lobe of the Cordilleran ice sheet and glacial Lake Columbia played a vital
roll in developing the Telford Tract and many of the smaller outlets trending in a NE/SW direction across
this area (Photo 9). When the Okanogan lobe was absent, water naturally flowed out of upper Grand
Coulee ( ~1525' elev.) and into the Quincy Basin as described above. Atwater (1986) referred to this
natural drainage out Grand Coulee as the "low level" stage. At the maximum extent of the Cordilleran ice
sheet (Okanogan lobe) glacial Lake Columbia dammed the outlet down Grand Coulee. Atwater (1986)
indicates that there were three principle outlets or "divides" during this "high level" stage in which water
could escape, they were from east to west; Cheney, Hawk Creek and Northrup Canyon Divides. The
elevations ranged from about 2300 feet (east) to 2395 (west). As floodwaters from glacial Lake Missoula
flooded into glacial Lake Columbia during the low stage much of it split at Spokane and traveled down
three principle pathways; Cheney-Palouse Tract, Crab Creek, and Columbia River drainage. But during
times when Glacial Lake Columbia was at maximum (ice lobe dam) or high level the added Lake Missoula
flood-waters would overtop the divide between the present day Columbia River drainage and Crab Creek,
thus forming this network of connecting channels, the Telford tract being the largest (Photo 9).
Another key role that glacial Lake Columbia played was evidence for determining the age of the most
recent floods and length between the Ice-Age floods. Atwater (1983, 1986, and 1987) has done
extensive work in the Sanpoil River arm of Lake Roosevelt. When glacial Lake Columbia was present
glacial varves formed during seasonal melt runoff into the lake. Typically during the summer and early fall
heavier runoff into the lake created a layer of silt to accumulate. During the cold winter season no
sediment was transported into the lake and only the suspended clay fraction would settle out, forming a
very thin layer on top. These two layers are commonly referred to as a glacial varve and represent one
year's sedimentary record in a glacial lake. Year after year, as long as the glacial lake was present,
varves would accumulate at the lake bottom . When flood waters entered glacial Lake Columbia typically
there was a lot of water velocity capable of carrying larger particles such as sand and was deposited is
more sheltered areas along the flood path . A thicker "coarser'' deposit would then be deposited on top of
the finer-grained glacial varves. By analyzing thick sequences of varves and flood deposits Atwater
(1986) was able to determine how many years (no. of varves) glacial Lake Columbia lasted before a flood
event (coarser sediments on top of varves) entered the lake. The process of filling the lake and flooding
happened many time as analogous to what occurred at glacial Lake Missoula to the east. Atwater (1983)
found evidence for 14 floods with intervening varves recurring at intervals every 35-55 years. Waitt
(1994) indicates that flooding diminished in size and frequency over time during the late Pleistocene (1317,000 years before present).
One other feature prominent with glacial Lake Columbia is the shoreline features or "strandlines"
commonly referred to as wave-cut benches . These are analogous to the same features formed along the
shores of glacial Lake Missoula. The strandlines attest to past lake levels and likely formed during storm
events. Strandlines are readably visible several miles east of Electric City on the hills south of Lake
Roosevelt.
After the final retreat of the Cordilleran ice sheet (Okanogan lobe) floods were no longer large enough to
"overtop" the divide and scabland tract connecting glacial Lake Columbia to Crab Creek so these water
courses were left high and dry. Much of the area along these interconnecting flood pathways are
remnants of shrub steppe vegetation community. The uplands above these areas are draped with rich
loess utilized for dry land wheat farming .
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Figure 21 - Digital Elevation Model - Lower Grand Coulee-Summer Falls Area
Image shows lower Grand Coulee, High Hill , Pinto Ridge, Dry Coulee and the
Summer Falls area.
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Stop 8 - Lower Grand Coulee - Summer Falls
Floodwaters spilling out the upper Grand Coulee, just north of Coulee City, Washington, were allowed to
spread out onto the Hartline Basin (noted as gravel bar on DEM) . When traveling down lower Grand
Coulee one has the perception that it was the principal conduit for transporting a majority of the flood
waters, but as can seen from the DEM the flood pathways spread out for miles to the east of the main
portion of lower Grand Coulee.
As floodwaters traveled in a southwesterly direction beyond Dry Falls two major topographic obstructions
were encountered. High Hill and Pinto Ridge were high enough that the largest of the Ice-Age Floods did
not over top them. Floodwaters were deflected around High Hill on the west into lower Grand Coulee.
Dry Coulee was formed between High Hill and Pinto Ridge. Long Lake Coulee formed around the
eastern edge of Pinto Ridge. Billy Clapp Lake now fills a portion of Long Lake Coulee. South of High Hill
and Pinto Ridge floodwaters merged with the deluge coming from the east along the Telford-Crab Creek
Tract into the Quincy Basin.

Artists Rendition - Pencil Sketch - Stev Ominski (2005)
Present Day Dry Falls Lake below Cataract
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Washington.
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Waters, A. C., 1962, Basalt magma types and their tectonic associations-Pacific
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Photo 9
Photo shows Eastern Washington from space.
Arizona State University - Mars Pathfinder Education Program
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List of Terms Utilized
Alcove - A deep, horseshoe-shaped inner canyon that forms below a recessional cataract.
Anticline - A fold that is convex upward.
Basalt - A dark, tough , fine-grained to dense, extrusive volcanic rock commonly occurring in
sheet like lava flows.
Batholith - A body of intrusive igneous rock at least 40 square miles in area.
Berqmound -An accumulation of ice-rafted debris that melted out of large grounded icebergs.
Braided Stream - Where more sediment is being brought to any part of a stream than it can
remove, the building of bars becomes excessive, and the stream develops an intricate network of
interlacing channels, and is said to be braided.
Channeled Scabland - A term first used by J Harlen Bretz for the series of interconnected flood
channels in eastern Washington . Floodwaters stripped away soil to expose basalt bedrock.
Colonnade - That portion of a "lava flow" that displays linear columns (perpendicular to the
cooling surface) or "columnar jointing". Most common in basalt (eastern WA) but can be common
in other volcanic rocks. Common in Columbia River Basalt Group lava flows.
Cordilleran ice sheet - The name for the ice sheet, thousands of feet thick, that extended
across western North America from the Canadian artic during the Pleistocene Epoch .
Coulee - Generally applied throughout the northern tier of the United States to any steep-sided
gulch or water channel and at times even to a stream valley of considerable length.
Couplet - Term used to describe one years accumulation of sediment containing two contrasting
layers or laminae representing seasonal sedimentation of 1) a thinner clay layer (winter) and
more coarse layer (summer).
Crescent Bar - A giant flood bar that forms around the inside bend or curve in flood channels.
Current Dune - A dune produced by the action of a current flowing steadily in one direction over
a bed of sediments (sand and gravels). These "current dunes" have a long gentle slope toward
the direction from which the current comes, and a shorter steeper slope on the "lee" or
downstream side.
Drift - Any rock material, such as boulders, till, gravel, sand, or clay, transported by a glacier and
deposited by or from the ice or in water derived from the melting of the ice.
Entablature - That portion of a "lava flow" that displays radiating short hacky columns. Common
in Columbia River Basalt Group lava flows.
Erratic - A transported rock fragment, usually transported by glacial ice (commonly icebergs),
different from the bedrock on which it lies, either free or as part of sediment. The term is
generally applied to fragments transported by glacier ice or by floating ice.
Foreset Beds - the series of inclined layers accumulated as sediment rolls down the steep
frontal slope of a delta.
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Gneiss - A coarse-grained metamorphic rock in which bands rich in granular minerals alternate
with bands in which schistose mineral predominate.
Granite - A crystalline, plutonic rock , usually gray to pink in color, consisting essentially of alkali
(potassium) feldspar and quartz, with smaller amounts of Muscovite, biotite, hornblende or
pyroxene.
Jokulhlaups - An Icelandic term used for a glacial outburst flood .
Kettle - A depression in drift, made by the wasting away of a detached mass of glacier ice that had been
either wholly or partly buried in the drift.
Loess - A homogenous, non stratified, deposit consisting predominately of silt, with subordinate amounts
of very fine sand and/or clay.
Monocline - Beds inclined in a single direction.
Moraine - A mass of rocks, gravel, sand, clay (drift) carried and deposited directly by a glacier, along its
side (lateral moraine), at its lower end (terminal moraine), as successional ridges as the glacier (melts
back) recedes (recessional moraine) or beneath the ice (ground moraine).
Outwash - Drift deposited by melt water streams beyond active glacier ice.
Palaqonite - A yellow or orange, alteration (oxidation) of basaltic glass. Often observed between pillow
basalts - "Pillow Palagonite".
Pillow Structure - The peculiar structure exhibited by some lavas which consist of an agglomeration of
rounded masses that resemble pillows.
Pothole - A hole generally deeper than wide, worn into the solid rock at falls and strong rapids by sand,
gravel, and stones being spun around by the force of the current.
Rhythmites - Individual units of rhythmic beds.
Sackunq - A linear depression that occurs on steep slopes, usually near ridge crests (large-scale
gravitational spreading on steep-sided ridges).
Scabland - Used in the Pacific Northwest to describe areas where denudation has removed or prevented
the accumulation of soil and the underlying rock is exposed of covered largely with its own course,
angular debris.
Sill - An intrusive body of igneous rock of approximately uniform thickness.
Syncline - A fold in rocks in which the strata dip inward from both sides towards the axis.
Tholeiitic - A type of basalt magma containing little or no olivine and very iron rich.
Till - Non-sorted, non-stratified sediment carried or deposited by a glacier.
Varve - Any sedimentary bed or lamination that is deposited within one year's time.

Reference: Dictionary of Geological Terms, 1976, American Geological Institute, 472 p.
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Additional Missoula Floods Information
Missoula Floods
Allen , J.E., Burns, M. & Sargent S.C., 1986, Cataclysms on the Columbia: Portland, OR: Timber Press.
Alt, D.D., 2001 , Glacial Lake Missoula and its Humongous Floods: Missoula, MT: Mountain Press.
Bjornstad, Bruce, 2006, On the Trail of the Ice-Age Floods - Guide to the Mid-Columbia Basin:
Sandpoint, Idaho: Keokee Company Publishing, 296 p.
Parfit, M., 1995, The Floods that Carved the West: Smithsonian, v. 26, no. 1. p. 48-58.
Mueller, M. , and Mueller, T., 1997, Fire, Faults & Floods: Moscow, ID: University of Idaho Press, 288 p.
Weis, P. L. & Newman, W. L. , The Channeled Scab/ands of Eastern Washington- The Geologic Story of
the Spokane Flood: Cheney, WA: Eastern Washington University Press, 2nd ed.

Field Guides/Road Trips
Amara, M.S. & Neff, G., 1996, Geologic Road Trips in Grant County, Washington : Rochester, WA:
Gorham Printing.
Regional Geology Publications
Alt , D.D. and Hyndman , D.W ., 1984, Roadside Geology of Washington: Missoula, MT: Mountain Press.
Orr, E.L. and Orr, W .N., 1996, Geology of the Pacific Northwest: New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Companies,
Inc., 409 p.
Videos
The Great Floods, Cataclysms of the Ice Age: WSU Pullman. The Story of the Channeled Scablands of
Eastern Washington, the Formation of the Grand Coulee and Dry Falls. 13 minutes.
Ice Age Flood, Catastrophic Transformation of the West: Oregon Public Broadcasting, 7140 S.W.
Macadam Avenue, Portland, Oregon, (503) 244-9900, www.opb.org 30 minutes.
Sculpted by Floods : KSPS-TV Public Television (Friends of Seven), 3911 South Regal , Spokane,
Washington, 99223, (509) 354-7700, www .KSPS .org 47 minutes. $24.95
Mystery of the Megaflood: NOVA Presentation WGBH (Boston), Mail with payment to: Shop.WGBH.org,
P.O. Box 2284, South Burlington , VT 05407. Phone Order (888) 255-9231 . 56 minutes. $19.95.
VHS or DVD.

Internet Websites and Related Information
Ice Age Floods Institute
www .iceagefloodsinstitute.org
National Park Service-Ice Age Floods Study
www.nps.gov/iceagefloods
USGS Columbia Volcano Observatory
http://vu lean. wr. usgs.gov/G lossary/G laciers/G laciallakes/fram ework.htm I
Portland State University and US Forest Service Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area
www .fs .fed .us/r6/columbia/main
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